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Verse 1: I don't want your hug
I don't need you dap
Please spare me your love
I don't know you like that
Cause see when I first tried to rap
I heard snickers behind my back
Guess the majority thought I was wack
But now I know talent don't really mean crap
It's all about who you know, not what you do
Cause stupid flows make number 2
But stupid dough makes number 1
Even if you think he aint good as you
Cause skills aint never made bills
Bank accounts don't care if you I'll
Music industries aint never been real
You don't need no deal just look at mac mill
And everybody wants to change the way we live
So imma take the initiative
All these lame rappers think they're the illest ish
Really they are so limited
Aint thinking big
Just sinking in to the usual and that Simple ish
I'm usually the missing link
To getting through to these drifting kids
Blogs be taking shots and I don't know if I should be ducking
Though they often say I'm hot
I don't know if I should start fronting
Aint tryna be what I'm not
All cause the fans saying they love it and your mouths been moving a lot
But it aint telling me nothing, cause

Chorus: we done been through it all, we know how this thing go, 
When you on top everybody's your dawg, 
Yet nobodies your bro when you down-down low, so
Never trust your neighbors all because they doing you favors
First they love you but then they hate ya
Then you see haters for their true nature
They gon' love you tonight
But they gon' hate you tommorow
They gon' bring you to flight
But they gon' cause you some sorrow
They gon' love you tonight
But they gon' (hate you tommorow)2x

2 verse: now some people tryna tell me that I'm getting conceited
All cause I'm going after something that I believed in
I aint gone no where yet, you so upset
Cause I need the best
And you need jesus
Speeding to my quest to beat the test before I meet my death
Reach for the crest
Past mount everest
All the way from the devils chest
Imma bring it to heavens chest
Expect nothing less
Expectations don't matter to me
I got my exes hating cause I'm bad as can be
I'm even working hard on the sabbath, I mean
My bars ice age cold, I wooly mammoth the beat
And what the hell happened
Every man is so skeptical
And judgmental women got me flipping like reciprocals
When I entered the game
Lames became miniscule
Judge me but you the same
Man we all identical
Unidentified flying objects plotting
All the humans scared of the martian gossip
Naive little dweebs don't believe in what you see
Darwin's science got your little mind in a coffin
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Remind me often
I am awesome
Since a toddler
I've been monster
Say I'm selfish, don't need my conscience
But I can't help it
This harvard knowledge
That I have garnered got me honored
So if a brother say he better, bet he better
Beg ya pardon
Cause I don't need no marijuana
To spit that coke like crackhead llamas
You lost your hope, go no farther
Cause all these popes think they the father
And all these tales are getting taller

Chorus: we done been through it all, we know how this thing go, 
When you on top everybody's your dawg, 
Yet nobodies your bro when you down-down low, so
Never trust your neighbors all because they doing you favors
First they love you but then they hate ya
Then you see haters for their true nature
They gon' love you tonight
But they gon' hate you tommorow
They gon' bring you to flight
But they gon' cause you some sorrow
They gon' love you tonight
But they gon' (hate you tommorow)2x

3 verse: so where I been
Chilling in the 5th dimension
Ancient ways of sumerian
Are now the new age of aquarian
Please remind me what year we in
2012 aint the year it end
This the year that it all begin
Where our conciousness meets ascension
Disection of the truth
Got the youth
Going crazy man
All their marbles is loose
Cause we got proof of ancient aliens
The violence got the people in silence
Like they're being watched by librarians
Only hear me when were near the end
I guess that I was irrelevant, but

Chorus: we done been through it all, we know how this thing go, 
When you on top everybody's your dawg, 
Yet nobodies your bro when you down-down low, so
Never trust your neighbors all because they doing you favors
First they love you but then they hate ya
Then you see haters for their true nature
They gon' love you tonight
But they gon' hate you tommorow
They gon' bring you to flight
But they gon' cause you some sorrow
They gon' love you tonight
But they gon' (hate you tommorow)2x
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